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11 Federal transportation legislation (Fixing America’s Surface Transportation 
Act – FAST Act) requires that the 2040 RTP be based on a financial 
plan that demonstrates how the program of projects can be paid for 
and implemented. The program of projects incorporates all modes of 
transportation, including transit (both operations and maintenance), 
street widenings, new streets, ITS/operations, pavement preservation, 
and bicycle and pedestrian facilities.  

The financial plan must:
• Demonstrate how the adopted transportation plan can  

be implemented/funded
• Identify resources from public and private sources that are 

reasonably expected to be made available to carry out the plan
• Recommend any additional financing strategies for needed 

projects and programs
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The financial plan is shown in Year-of-Expenditure 
(YOE) dollars. Converting all costs and revenues to 
YOE dollars assumes a more accurate depiction of 
all costs, revenues and deficits with long-range  
transportation plans.

This chapter outlines the revenue projections with 
a brief discussion on the methods of developing the 
projections and then further discusses each funding 
source including federal, state, and local and regional 
sources. Additional data on the methods for  
developing the revenue projections are included  
in Appendix H. The plan addresses public  
transportation and roadway needs.

Revenue Projections
The financial assumptions have been developed  
in a coordinated effort with the local jurisdictions, 
state and federal agencies and the other MPO’s in  
the state. Partners in this effort included:
• Federal Highway Administration
• Federal Transit Administration
• Nevada Department of Transportation
• Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles
• Carson Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
• Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
• Regional Transportation Commission of  

Southern Nevada

RTC participated in a series of meetings with these 
partner agencies to develop consistent future  
revenue growth factors statewide to be used by  
all the MPOs in estimating federal and state  
revenues. Revenue forecast assumptions identified 
through this process are outlined below:
• State revenues for vehicle registration fees,  

motor carrier fees, driver’s license fees, and 
petroleum cleanup funds will increase by two 
percent annually

• Federal revenues will increase by two  
percent annually

• Each metropolitan region developed forecasts for 
local tax revenues, based on regional conditions

While funding programs are subject to change over 
time, the RTC is tasked with using the best available 
data at the time the long-range plan is developed.  
In developing the projections, historical growth 
trends of current revenue sources attributable to the 
region were considered, as well as current conditions, 
effects of inflation, and changes in population. 

Using these indicators as a base, assumptions were 
made that there will be increases in all revenue 
sources over the life of the plan and that the program 
of projects included will not exceed the reasonably 
foreseeable future revenues, which will meet the 
fiscally constrained plan requirement. Many projects 
are included in the plan as unfunded needs due to 
the lack of resources.

The RTP is revisited at least every four years, which 
will allow for timely adjustments to be addressed  
as needed.

Funding Sources
Current revenue sources include the federal govern-
ment, state government, and RTC revenues. Table 
11-1 shows the types of funding sources available 
and the allowable use under that source — either 
roads or transit. The allowable use for the various 
funding sources is limited by statute, regulation, or 
state constitutional provisions. As an example, the 
Nevada Constitution allows local fuel taxes to be 
spent only on roadway construction, and precludes 
their use for routine roadway operation and  
maintenance or transit capital and operations.  
In addition, some federal funds are restricted to  
capital improvements and may not be used for  
operations or maintenance.

Funding Sources and  
Allowance Uses

Table	11.1

Types of Funds Uses
National Highway Performance  
Program (NHPP)

Roads  
(primarily)

Surface Transportation Block 
Grant (STGB)

Roads & Transit

Congestion Mitigation  
Air Quality (CMAQ)

Roads & Transit

Transportation Alternatives (TA)  
Set-Aside Program

Roads &  
Transit

Highway Safety Improvement  
Program (HSIP)

Roads  
(primarily)

FTA Section 5307 Transit
FTA Section 5339 Transit
Gas and Special Fuel Tax Roads
Driver’s License, Vehicle  
Registration and Motor Carrier Fees

Roads

Regional Road Impact Fee (RRIF) Roads (capacity)
Sales and Use Tax Roads & Transit
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Revenues in 2016 were approximately $135 million. 
Figure 11-1 shows the funding sources for that  
revenue. In 2016, 30 percent of revenues were used 
for transit and 70 percent were used for roadways.

2016 Revenues by Funding Source

Federal Funding
Federal funds for transportation are collected  
nationally and allocated back to the states through 
a series of formulas and grants under the existing 
transportation legislation. In December 2015, the 
latest transportation bill, the FAST Act, was enacted 
by the federal government. The FAST Act was the 
first federal law in over a decade to provide long-
term funding certainty for surface transportation 
infrastructure planning and investment. The FAST Act 
authorizes $305 billion over fiscal years 2016 through 
2020 for highway, highway and motor vehicle safety, 
public transportation, motor carrier safety, hazardous 
materials safety, rail, and research, technology, and 
statistics programs.

The primary funding source provided by the federal 
government is the Highway Trust Fund (HTF) through 
the programs in the FAST Act. The HTF is comprised 
of the Highway Account (funds highway and  
intermodal programs) and the Mass Transit  
Account. Federal motor fuel taxes are the major 
source of income into the HTF. These taxes have  
not been increased since 1992 and with fuel  
consumption declining primarily due to more fuel 
efficient vehicles, there is concern about maintaining 
the current revenue streams.

FAST Act programs generally available to  
the RTC include:
• National Highway Performance Program (NHPP)  

—   funds are to support the condition and  
performance of the National Highway  
System (NHS), for the construction of new  
facilities on the NHS and to ensure that  
investments of Federal-aid funds in highway 
construction are directed to support progress 
toward the achievement of performance 
targets to be established in the states asset  
management plan

• Surface Transportation Block Grant Program 
(STBG) —flexible funding that may be used for 
projects to preserve or improve conditions and 
performance on any Federal-aid highway,  
bridge projects on any public road, facilities for 
nonmotorized transportation, transit capital  
projects and public bus terminals and facilities

• Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality  
Improvement Program (CMAQ) — flexible  
funding for transportation projects and programs 
to help meet the requirements of the Clean Air 
Act; to reduce congestion and improve air  
quality for the region

• Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)     
— funds are to improve highway safety on all  
public roads through a strategic approach  
that focuses on performance

• Transportation Alternatives (TA) Set-Aside  
Program — funds are for a variety of alternative 
transportation projects such as bicycle or  
pedestrian improvements and safe routes to 
schools programs

• Bus and Bus Facilities Program (FTA Section 5339) 
— funds are to replace, rehabilitate and  purchase 
buses and related equipment and to construct 
bus- related facilities

• Urbanized Area Formula Grant (FTA Section 5307) 
— funds are to support public transportation

Generally, federal funding programs require a state 
or local contribution of funds toward the cost of a 
project, which is referred to as matching funds. The 
typical match for street and highway programs is five 
percent and for transit programs it is twenty percent.  
The FAST Act also provides for competitive grants 
such as Transportation Investment Generating  
Economic Recovery (TIGER) and Fostering Advance-
ments in Shipping and Transportation for the Long-
term Achievement of National Efficiencies (FAST-
LANE) that RTC competes for on a national level.
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State Funding
State funding sources include gas tax, special fuel (diesel) tax, vehicle registration fees, motor carrier fees, 
driver’s license fees, and petroleum cleanup funds. Fuel tax revenue projections take into account the increasing 
fuel efficiency of cars as new electric and hybrid technologies emerge. The majority of state funding is  
applicable to street and highway projects. See Appendix H.

Regional Funding
Regional funding sources include fuel tax, general funds from the local agencies, sales and use tax, passenger 
fares and other revenue such as regional road impact fees (RRIF) paid by private developers, the Truckee River 
Flood Project, bus advertising and rental income.

In 2008 Washoe County voters approved the indexing of fuel taxes to keep pace with inflation. This allows 
RTC to implement major capacity projects and the pavement preservation program. In 2002 voters approved 
a ⅛ cent sales tax that is eligible for both transit and roadway uses, and a 1982 ballot initiative approved the 
use of ¼ cent sales tax to fund the transit program.

A	summary	of	fuel	tax	rates	is	shown	below	in	Table	11-2.
Summary of Fuel Tax Rates (2016)           Table	11-2
Source Rate per Gallon
County Optional Plus Inflation Index 32.90₵
County Mandatory 10.96₵
Federal 18.4₵
State 18.45₵

Total Funding
A complete description of the methods for determining the future funding for each source is included in  
Appendix H. Table 11-3 outlines the revenue projections by timeframe and it identifies whether the funding  
is eligible for Complete Streets projects or public transportation. This table indicates anticipated revenues 
in year of expenditure (YOE) dollars. No new funding sources were considered for the timeframe covered by  
this document.

Revenue Projections          Table	11-3
Fund Source 2017-2021 2022-2026 2027-2040 Total
Complete Street Funding
Federal $188,534,000 $222,985,000 $755,697,000 $1,167,216,000
State $75,000,000 $246,989,000 $736,420,000 $1,058,409,000
Regional $438,310,000 $506,228,000 $2,069,302,000 $3,013,840,000
Other Revenues (Private) $42,600,000 $70,800,000  $145,000,000  $258,400,000
Total $744,444,000 $1,047,002,000 $3,706,419,000 $5,497,865,000
Public Transportation Funding
Federal $83,442,000 $89,494,000 $303,298,000 $476,234,000
State
Regional $126,508,000 $161,460,000 $730,897,000  $1,018,865,000
Fares & Other Revenues $36,983,000 $42,641,000 $156,332,000 $235,956,000
Total $246,933,000 $293,595,000 $1,190,527,000 $1,731,055,000
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Plan Investment Needs
The RTP contains the community’s vision for the transportation system. The projects, programs and  
activities identified in the RTP are necessary to make the long range vision a reality. The needs assessment 
includes all jurisdictions (local, regional and state) and includes all activities, projects and programs.  
A discussion of unfunded needs is also included.

The transportation needs for this plan have been divided into two major categories — public transportation 
and Complete Streets. The projects/programs are identified in Appendix A. Needs were placed into the  
following planning horizons and are shown in year of expenditures (YOE) dollars:
• 2017-2021
• 2022-2026
• 2027-2040

Public Transportation
A vision for the future of transit in the Truckee Meadows was developed through the RTP community  
outreach process, as described in Chapter 7, as well as through public feedback on the development of  
the 2017-2021 Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP). Strong public support was expressed for expanding the 
transit service area and increasing frequency on existing routes. Recommendations have been proposed 
as a result of the SRTP that would reallocate service hours to achieve greater efficiencies on several routes.  
RTC currently has transit operating reserves of approximately $1 million to implement these changes.   
This is due to a combination of lower than anticipated fuel costs, a decrease in the rate of growth for   
RTC ACCESS (paratransit service), and a recent increase in local sales tax revenues. In addition to proposed 
modifications to existing service, several rail and long-distance bus rapid transit (BRT) projects were  
proposed during the RTP community outreach process, and all have varying degrees of high capital and 
operating costs. Due to these significant costs, these projects are listed as unfunded needs in the transit  
vision. Table 11.4 lists some of the projects that were identified along with their estimated cost.

Unfunded Transit Vision   Table	11-4 Initial Capital Cost 
(2016 $)

Annual Operating Cost 
(2016 $)     

Bordertown North Valleys Express Bus $1.8 million $272,000 per year
Truckee – TRI Center Express Bus $5.4 million $816,000 per year
Downtown Circulator $4.5 million $1.9 million per year
Galleria Route $1.8 million $895,000 per year
Virginia Streetcar (Downtown to Meadowood Mall & Airport) $296 million $2.8 million per year
North Sierra Rail Phase 1 (Reno – TRI Center) $657 million $2.6 million per year
North Sierra Rail Phase 2 (Truckee – Reno) $962 million $3.8 million per year
North Sierra Rail Phase 3 (TRI Center - Fernley) $428 million $1.7 million per year
South Virginia Summit-Redfield Express Bus $1.8 million $395,000 per year
Pyramid Highway Express Bus $1.8 million $361,000 per year
Total Unfunded Costs (with TRI Center Bus) $313.1 million $7.4 million per year
Total Unfunded Costs (with TRI Center Rail) $2.4 billion $14.7 million per year
New Transfer Facility $30 million
Total Unfunded Facility Needs $30 million
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In addition, RTC faces rising costs to provide paratransit service if fixed-route service is expanded in the  
future. RTC is federally required to provide paratransit service to eligible customers within 3/4 of a mile of 
fixed routes. The average RTC ACCESS trip costs about $25 to provide, compared with about $2.50 for the 
average RTC RIDE trip. Demographic projections about the aging of the population for the Reno-Sparks  
metropolitan area are consistent with national trends. The number of residents within the metropolitan area 
that are age 75 or above is expected to increase by 153 percent by 2040. The projected RTC ACCESS customer 
base in the ADA Zone is projected to grow by 49 percent, a rate more than double that of the population as  
a whole. The cost to provide this service is expected to increase over $1 million per year by 2040. The  
expansion of the RTC RIDE service area included in the regional vision for transit would also expand the ADA 
Zone, bringing an additional $2.9 million in RTC ACCESS operating costs per year by 2040.

RTC continues to streamline its operations. Further operational efficiencies are expected to come from the 
RTC alternative fuels program. Fuel costs are a significant portion of operating expenses, with bio-diesel  
costing about $3.50 per gallon and compressed natural gas (CNG) costing about 70 cents per gallon  
equivalent. The RTC ACCESS fleet uses CNG and the RTC RIDE fleet uses a combination of bio-diesel and  
hybrid electric fueled vehicles. RTC currently operates four fully electric buses, and will be incrementally  
increasing that number over the next several years toward a goal of a fully electric fleet. These vehicles  
reduce maintenance costs and fuel costs.

The existing RTC bus maintenance facility located under the US 395 viaduct is currently being modified to 
accommodate additional 40-foot and 60-foot electric vehicles for storage and maintenance. The CNG fueling 
and maintenance center at 600 Sutro Street that houses RTC ACCESS vans is not currently equipped to handle 
RTC RIDE vehicles. A new or expanded maintenance facility would be required to transition a portion of the 
RTC RIDE fleet to electric. 

For the purposes of this fiscally constrained plan, the transit system is assumed to remain at existing service 
with moderate increases for the 4th/Prater and Virginia Street RAPID extensions (which also includes the 
service expansion implemented through the SRTP). The public transportation needs are summarized in Table 
11-5 with costs shown in year of expenditure dollars. Other unfunded transit facility needs include a new 
transfer facility and park-and-ride lots. The transfer facility would accommodate expansion of an electric  
RTC RAPID and RTC RIDE fleet.

Public Transportation Needs by Activity       Table	11-5
2017-2021 2022-2026 2027-2040 Total

Operations $178,249,000 $208,945,000 $779,549,000 $1,166,743,000
Vehicles $52,649,000 $32,450,000 $137,138,000  $222,238,000
Facilities $5,640,000 $47,230,000 $155,800,000 $208,670,000
Total $236,538,000 $288,625,000 $1,072,487,000 $1,597,651,000

Complete Streets
The Complete Streets program includes pavement preservation, system efficiency, livability, and congestion 
relief projects for regional roads and highways. Pavement preservation includes the treatments used  
strategically to keep roads in good condition, extend the useful life of pavement, and minimize the life cycle 
costs of regional roads. Preservation includes preventive maintenance, rehabilitation, and reconstruction  
of pavements and bridges, as described in Chapter 6. This plan includes annual funding for preventive  
maintenance on regional roads.
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System efficiency projects include traffic signal coordination, communications technology, and other 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies that improve traffic flow without adding new travel 
lanes. These are projects that contribute to the efficient operation of the transportation system as a whole.  
The plan includes annual funding for traffic operations improvements.

Livability projects include ADA accessibility improvements, pedestrian/bicycle facility improvements, and 
roadway reconstruction projects that focus on economic development and quality of life rather than auto 
capacity. Examples of livability projects include the multimodal improvements on 4th Street/Prater Way  
and Oddie Boulevard/Wells Avenue. Several projects that support livability have been identified in the  
Complete Streets Master Plan, which was approved by the RTC Board in July 2016, and are incorporated into 
the RTP. The RTP also includes annual funding for spot improvements throughout the region that further 
implement of the ADA Transition Plan and Reno-Sparks Bicycle Pedestrian Master Plan. Sidewalk projects  
that improve ADA accessibility to RTC RIDE bus stops have the potential to allow some RTC ACCESS customers 
to use fixed-route service instead of paratransit.
 
Congestion relief projects typically include the addition of new lanes for general purpose traffic, specific  
improvements to facilitate goods movement, and other improvements to increase the efficiency of existing 
road segments and intersections. Congestion relief needs are identified through the regional travel demand 
model. Estimating the cost of these projects utilized two techniques. For those projects with completed  
preliminary design studies, costs were based upon the estimates from the studies. This more detailed data 
was generally available for projects in the first ten years of the plan. For the majority of the improvements 
in years 2027-2040, unit costs by facility type, including intersection and signalization improvements, were 
developed based upon recent cost experience on projects designed and constructed by the RTC, NDOT, and 
others. These unit costs were then applied to the proposed improvements identified for existing congested  
or new segments.

The Complete Streets needs are summarized in Table 11-6 with costs shown in year of expenditure dollars.

Complete Street Needs by Activity        Table	11-6
2017-2021 2022-2026 2027-2040 Total

Pavement  
Preservation

$101,200,000 $119,000,000 $421,600,000 $641,800,000

Traffic Signals/ITS/
Operations

$14,100,000 $16,600,000 $11,300,000 $42,000,000

Multimodal $237,800,000 $317,900,000 $500,900,000 $1,056,600,000
Capacity & Other $254,500,000 $447,700,000 $2,334,900,000 $3,037,100,000
Total* $607,600,000 $901,200,000 $3,268,700,000 $4,777,500,000

*	Total	includes	project	costs	anticipated	to	be	funded	by	private	developers

The program of projects in this RTP does not bring all regional roads up to level of service standards.  
The capacity projects included in the plan reflect the prioritization of the most severely congested corridors 
and the bottleneck locations that have wide-ranging impacts on the regional network. The unfunded needs 
listing includes projects for which no funding is available. These are projects that would be included in the  
RTP if additional funding resources were available. Including this listing of projects provides an opportunity  
to identify additional projects for future consideration in the event additional funding becomes available.  
The total unfunded needs is estimated at approximately $2.6 billion for roadway projects (see Appendix A).
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Local Fuel Tax Revenues
Reno, Sparks, and Washoe County receive a direct distribution of indexed fuel tax.  This fuel tax allocation 
may be used by the jurisdictions on local roads.  This increment of direct distribution fuel tax is programmed 
by the jurisdictions and not included in the RTC revenue projections.  The amounts received in FY 2016 are 
provided below:
• City of Reno - $5,987,000
• City of Sparks - $2,245,000
• Washoe County - $8,985,000

Financial Summary
As revenues from the majority of funding sources are not keeping up with growing needs for the projects 
within the region, the RTC faces a difficult challenge in setting priorities for future spending. Looking at the 
revenues and needs for the RTP as a simple budget, once the funds for operating and maintaining the existing 
system are subtracted from the revenues, the remainder can be applied to new or expanded services. These 
could be new transit services, new roads, widened roads, bicycle facilities — in short all modes considered 
under the RTP. 

RTC will continue to partner with local agencies and residents to implement transportation investments  
that improve the quality of life in the Truckee Meadows.
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